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The reaction of gas-phase atomic oxygen with hydrogen atoms chemisorbed on a tungsten surface is studied
by means of classical trajectory procedures. Flow of energy between the reaction zone and the bulk solid
phase is treated in the generalized Langevin equation approach. Most reactive events occur in small-impact-
parameter collisions, in which the incident gas atom undergoes only one impact with the adatom, producing
vibrationally excited OH radicals on a subpicosecond scale via the Eley-Rideal mechanism. Short-time
calculations show that, in these collisions, the formation of the OH bond and subsequent dissociation of the
H-surface bond occur iñ100 fs. A small fraction of reactive events occurs in a multiple-impact collision,
forming a long-lived complex on the surface. As the impact parameter increases, both reaction probability
and vibrational excitation decrease, thus producing a population inversion. The dissipation of reaction energy
to the heat bath can be adequately described using a 10-atom chain with the chain end bound to the rest of
the solid. The probability of OH(g) formation is not sensitive to the variation of surface temperatures between
0 and 300 K, whereas it rapidly rises with the gas temperature up to 1000 K, above which it remains nearly
constant. A modified LEPS potential energy surface is used for the reaction zone interaction, whereas the
framework of harmonic representation is used in modeling chain atoms.

I. Introduction

There has been a surge of both experimental and theoretical
research activity in the field of gas-surface reactions in recent
years.1-3 Among such studies are direct collisions of gas-phase
reactants with adsorbates on a metal surface, which are of the
Eley-Rideal (ER) type. This mechanism is considered to be
much less common than the Langmuir-Hinshelwood type (LH),
in which reactions are believed to occur between chemisorbed
species that are in thermal equilibrium with the surface.
However, recent experiments4-9 and calculations10-18 show
evidence of a number of gas-surface reactions occurring more
or less directly as a gas-phase reactant interacts with an
adsorbate. Thus, understanding the dynamics of gas-surface
collisions is of fundamental importance in studying reactivity
of such gas-surface systems. Hydrogen atoms chemisorbed
on a tungsten surface is one of the most widely studied adatom
systems.4,5,7,10,11,13-15,17,19-24 Since chemisorption energies for
H on a close-packed metal surface lie in the range 2-3 eV,25,26
there can be a large amount of energy released in the reaction
of energy-rich gas reactants with the adatom. For reactants such
as hydrogen and oxygen, the bond formed between the gas atom
and the adatom is about 4.6 eV, and the exothermicity is close
to 3 eV, which distributes in various modes of the product state.
Therefore, the H-metal surface is an attractive reactive site for
producing highly excited molecules. The problem of such
product excitation is important in studying any reaction. It is
important to note that when such excited species are involved
in subsequent steps, the reaction can proceed at an increased
rate. Thus, in such reactions catalytic activity may have to be

interpreted in terms of not only the traditional concept of surface
site specificity but also the participation of energy-rich inter-
mediates.
The gas atom to adatom collision is of primary importance

in determining the overall reactivity. However, the reactivity
is strongly influenced by the presence of many nearby surface
atoms. The interaction of a gas atom with the adatom/surface
system is in many ways similar to the extensively studied gas-
phase A+ BC type collision.27,28 A major difference is that C
is now a solid surface involving many atoms, so the mass of C
is infinite. Through transfer of energy from the nascent gas
atom‚‚‚adatom bond to the adatom‚‚‚surface vibration and in
turn to the bulk solid phase, gas-surface reaction can take place
efficiently. This is in contrast to gas-phase systems in which
atoms do not recombine. That is, the adatom to surface
interaction serves as a doorway for energy transfer between the
gas atom‚‚‚adatom complex and the surface. Therefore, an
understanding of energy transfer between the newly formed gas
atom‚‚‚adatom bond and the weakened adatom‚‚‚surface bond
and energy redistribution among the various modes in the
interaction system is a prerequisite for a detailed appreciation
of reactive events that follow.
The purpose of this paper is to study the reaction of gas-

phase oxygen atoms with hydrogen atoms chemisorbed on the
(100) tungsten surface. In the O(g)+ H(ad)/W(100) system,
the pertinent interactions are those between the gas atom and
the adatom, between the adatom and the surface, and between
the gas atom and the surface. Since the gas atom is under the
influence of forces exerted by surface atoms, the latter interac-
tion can contribute significantly to reactivity. We will include
top layer and body-centered cubic layer atoms of several unit
cells in the interaction model. Furthermore, we will introduce
a mechanism by which energy can transfer between the reaction
zone and the bulk phase. A rigorous approach to study the
reaction requires setting up a realistic potential energy surface
and solving the equations of motion for both the reaction zone
atoms and solid atom vibrations. We formulate a modified
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London-Eyring-Polanyi-Sato potential energy surface and
employ the molecular time-scale generalized Langevin equation
approach, which is a fusion of the gas-phase trajectory method
with the theory of generalized Brownian motion.29-32 While
we are mainly concerned with the reaction taking place at the
gas temperature (Tg) of 1000 K and the surface temperature
(Ts) of 0 K, the study will be extended further to consider the
dependence of reaction probabilities on bothTg andTs.

II. Interaction Potentials

The interaction coordinates and arrangement of W atoms in
the body-centered-cubic (bcc) system are shown in Figure 1.
We include eight (100) atoms (Wi, i ) 1-8) and four bcc atoms
(Wj

*, j ) 1-4) of four unit cells, which surround the center
atom W0 in the model. The hydrogen atom is chemisorbed on
the center atom, which is commonly shared by the four unit
cells. The relative positions and elevations of these Wi and
Wj

* atoms vary periodically around the center atom. While the
overall gas-surface interaction is dominated by the O to H
attraction, the interactions of the gas atom with these adjacent
surface atoms are important since they may direct the gas atom
toward the reaction site. The incident gas atom sees periodic
features of the surface, so it is necessary to incorporate these
features in the gas-surface interaction energy. A total of six
degrees of freedom is needed to describe the motions of O and
H atoms on the surface; they are O(X,Y,Z) and H(x,y,z). The O
atom approaches a point on theXY plane of the surface with
the impact parameterb. The topology of theXYplane around
the center atom experienced by the gas atom can be conveniently
described by the azimuthal angleφ, which ranges from 0 to
2π. This angle is related to theX andYdistances asX ) b sin
φ andY) b cosφ for a given impact parameterb. During the
approach, the gas atom interacts with the adatom, and the angle
between the O‚‚‚H axis and the surface normal is represented
by θ ) tan-1[b/(Z - zHW0)], wherezHW0 is the H‚‚‚W0 bond
distance. Here the center atomW0 is the top atom of the (N+1)-
atom chain. This angle varies from 0 to1/2π. For the adatom
coordinate (x,y,z), it is reasonable to assume the adatom to
undergo vibration in the normal direction such thatz ) zHW0

andx ) y ) 0. Thus, the pertinent coordinates needed for the

present collision system areZ, θ, φ, andzHW0, along with the
ê’s, which describe the vibrational motions of the chain atoms
linking the reaction zone to the heat bath (see Figure 1b). The
O to H distance is determined byzOH ) (Z - zHW0)/cosθ.
The main interaction of the collision system is that which

operates between the O atom and the adatom. However, the
gas atom also interacts with nearby surface atoms Wi and Wj

*.
Figure 1a shows the presence of Wi atoms atφ ) 1/4(i - 1)π
and Wj

* atoms atφ ) 1/4(2j - 1)π. The O-to-Wi and O-to-Wj*
distances are

For the O-to-Wi interaction,gi ) (zHW0
2 + dWW

2)1/2 andci ) 2
for i ) odd, andgi ) (zHW0

2 +2dWW
2)1/2 andci ) 23/2 for i )

even. For the O-to-Wj* interaction, g0 ) (zHW0 + 1/2dWW). Here
dWW is the length of the side of the bcc unit cell. Whenθ )
0°, the last term in each expression vanishes and the distances
become independent of the azimuthal angleφ. During the
collision, the gas atom becomes loosely bonded to the adatom,
whereas the adatom to surface bond becomes weakened. When
we refer to these weakly bound states, the corresponding
distances will be designated by a dotted line as O‚‚‚H and
H‚‚‚W0 in the complex O‚‚‚H‚‚‚W0. Then, theθ ) 0° case
represents the collinear configuration of O‚‚‚H‚‚‚W0.
In addition to the surface atoms, we introduce a chain of W

atoms that couples the reaction zone to the bulk phase and thus
serves as a doorway for energy flow between the reaction zone
and the bulk. The chain atoms (n ) 1 - N) are linked to the
center atom (n ) 0), and their vibrational coordinates are
denoted byê1, ê2, ..., êN; the coordinate of the center atom is
ê0 (see Figure 1b). The motions of these chain atoms are
responsible for dissipation of part of the reaction energy into
the bulk solid phase. Thus, the chain is considered to provide
a simple quasiphysical picture of energy flow between the
reaction zone and the heat bath. All theseN-chain atoms and
Wi, Wj

* surface atoms interact directly with the gas atom. Thus,
we consider that these atoms and the reaction zone atoms
(O,H,W0) constitute theprimary system. We then designate
the remaining infinite number of solid atoms assecondary
atoms. It is certainly interesting to consider additional chains
which begin with adjacent Wi and Wj

* surface atoms, but energy
dissipation through such chains is far less efficient than that
through theN-chain atoms which are directly bound to the center
atom W0. Secondary atoms influence the dynamics of the
primary system through dissipative and stochastic force terms.
These two terms balance, according to the fluctuation-
dissipation theorem, so that the proper temperature is maintained
in the primary zone.31,32 Thus, we reduce the original many-
body problem to a manageable size, which includes three
reaction zone atoms, 12 surface atoms, andN chain atoms, where
N is typically about 10.18 Here, the chain portion replaces the
bulk solid with a fictitiousN-atom nearest neighbor harmonic
chain 1, 2, ...,N, where theNth atom is bound to the rest of
solid (the heat bath) and is subject to dissipative and stochastic
forces.
The incident atom with collision energyE becomes trapped

at the adatom site via inelastic interactions with the repulsive
part of the O to H potential energy. The trapped atom undergoes
an interaction with H on the surface, causing energy flow from
the O‚‚‚H vibration to the H‚‚‚W0 bond in the complex

Figure 1. (a) Top view of the arrangement of surface atoms of four
unit cells on theXYplane: circles with Wi are the (100)-plane atoms,
and circles with Wj* are the bcc atoms. Eight atoms surrounding the
center atom W0 in the (100) plane are numberedi ) 1, 2, ..., 8, and
four bcc atoms (j ) 1-4) are numberedj ) 1, 2, 3, and 4. The
azimuthal angle is measured counterclockwise around W0, which is
common to all four unit cells. (b) Collision coordinates; the side view
(XZ plane) is shown. The chain atoms bound to the center atom (ê0)
are numbered 1, 2, ...,N, with the vibrational coordinatesê1, ê2, ... ,
êN.

zi ) {zOH
2 + gi

2 + cizOHzHW0
cosθ -

2dWWzOH sinθ cos[1/4(i-1)π-φ]}1/2, i ) 1-8 (1a)

zj ) {zOH
2 + g0

2 + 1/2dWW
2 + 2zOHg0 cosθ -

21/2dWWzOH sinθ cos[1/4(2j-1)π-φ]}1/2, j ) 1-4 (1b)
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O‚‚‚H‚‚‚W0. When the H‚‚‚W0 bond gains sufficient energy,
it dissociates to form OH in the gas phase, i.e., OH(g).
Otherwise, O will rebound into the gas phase without reaction.
The gas atom is in interaction with the adatom (H) and surface
(S), which we characterize by chemisorption and physisorption
types, respectively. We describe each atom-atom interaction
energy in the reaction zone by the Morse function and model
the interaction in the form of the London-Eyring-Polanyi-
Sato (LEPS) type10,21,33as

For the O‚‚‚H and H‚‚‚W0 interactions, the Coulomb and
exchange terms are, respectively,

where k ) O‚‚‚H or H‚‚‚W0. In the exponential part, the
subscript “e” represents the equilibrium distance of the atom
pair indicated: See Table 1 for the values of these and other
constants.11,17,34-36 We note that (Qk + Ak) ) Dk[e(zk,e-zk)/ak -
2e(zk,e-zk)/2ak], which is simply the potential energy ofk in the
Morse form. Therefore, the O-H and H-W0 energies can be
expressed asEV,k ) (Qk + Ak) + 1/2mkz̆k

2, wheremk is the
reduced mass of thekth pair. Since the coordinate of the center
atom W0 is displaced byê0 from its equilibrium position, we
take the displacement of H‚‚‚W0 from the equilibrium bond
distancezHW0,e to be (zHW0,e - zHW0 - ê0) and use it in the
exponents ofQk andAk for the H‚‚‚W0 interaction as exp[(ê0 +
zHW0 - zHW0,e)/aHW0]. For the O-surface physisorption interac-
tion, we have many O-to-Wi and O-to-Wj* terms. One of them
is the gas atom to the normal direction of the surface and
determines the collision trajectoryZ, and the rest represents the
gas to 12 surface atom interactions (i ) 1-8, j ) 1-4). Thus,
the modified Coulomb and exchange terms for the gas atom-
to-surface atom interaction are

There are no data on the physisorption of oxygen atoms on the
tungsten surface, but such interactions are characterized by a
shallow potential well and large values of the range parameter
ak and equilibrium distancezk,e. The information available for

related metal surfaces suggests thatDOS is in the range 0.10-
0.15 eV. For example, the well depthD for the physisorbed
O2/Ir is 0.14 eV.37 Assuming the ratioDdiatom/surface/Datom/surface

) 1.2 to hold in this case,38 we estimateDOS ) 0.12 eV and
takezOS,e ) 4 Å andaOS ) 0.4 Å to reflect the characteristics
of physisorption. We adjust the Sato parameters∆k such that
the resulting potential exhibits reaction channels and minimizes
the contribution of the activation energy barrier as well as the
attractive potential well over all O-to-Wi and O-to-Wj* direc-
tions. The result is∆OH ) 0.49,∆HW0 ) 0.54, and∆OS) 0.55.
Figure 2 shows the potential energy surface calculated with these
Sato parameters in the direction ofθ ) 0.
In the present system, the dynamics of the O+ H/W0

interaction and in turn energy transfer from O‚‚‚H to H‚‚‚W0

are influenced by inner atoms. We assume a set of (N+1)
coupled equations of motion, including that forê0, for a fictitious
nearest neighbor collinear harmonic chain with the vibrational
energyV(ên) ) 1/2Mωen

2 ên2, whereM is the mass of W andωen

are the Einstein frequencies.31 Because of the cross terms, the
sum of solid interaction potential energies includes terms such
as 1/2Mωøν

2 ên-1ên, 1/2Mωøν+1
2 ênên+1, etc., whereωcn are the

coupling constants characterizing the chain. Thus, with the
LEPS function given above, we can express the overall
interaction potential in the form

U ) QOH + QHW0
+ QOS- [AOH

2 + AHW0

2 + AOS
2 -

AOHAHW0
- (AOH + AHW0

)AOS]
1/2 (2)

Qk ) 1/4[Dk/(1+ ∆k)][(3 + ∆k)e
(zk,e-zk)/ak -

(2+ 6∆k)e
(zk,e-zk)/2ak] (3a)

Ak ) 1/4[Dk/(1+ ∆k)][(1 + 3∆k)e
(zk,e-zk)/ak -

(6+ 2∆k)e
(zk,e-zk)/2ak] (3b)

QOS) 1/4[DOS/(1+ ∆OS)]{[(3 + ∆OS)e
(Ze-Z)/aOS -

(2+ 6∆OS)e
(Ze-Z)/2aOS] + ∑

i)1

8

[(3 + ∆OS)e
(zie-zi)/aOS -

(2+ 6∆OS)e
(zie-zi)/2aOS] + ∑

j)1

4

[(3 + ∆OS)e
(zje-zj)/aOS -

(2+ 6∆OS)e
(zje-zj)/2aOS]} (4a)

AOS) 1/4[DOS/(1+ ∆OS)]{[(1 + 3∆OS)e
(Ze-Z)/aOS -

(6+ 2∆OS)e
(Ze-Z)/2aOS] + ∑

i)1

8

[(1 + 3∆OS)e
(zie-zi)/aOS -

(6+ 2∆OS)e
(zie-zi)/2aOS] + ∑

j)1

4

[(1 + 3∆OS)e
(zje-zj)/aOS -

(6+ 2∆OS)e
(zje-zj)/2aOS]} (4b)

TABLE 1: Interaction Parameters

interaction i ) O-H H-W0 O-surface

Di (eV)a 4.624(34)b 2.30(11,17) 0.12d

ωi (cm-1) 3738(34) 1820(17)

ze,i (Å) 0.970(34) 1.67(35) 4.0d

ai (Å) 0.218c 0.306c 0.40d

ΘD ) pωD/k) 400 K(36)e

a D ) D0
0 + 1/2pω0, where D0

0 is taken from the reference.
b Parentheses include references.cCalculated fromai ) (Di/2µi)1/2/ωi.
d See text.eThe Debye temperature is needed in usingωen, ωcn, Ωn,
andân given in ref 18.

Figure 2. Potential energy contours in the directions ofθ ) 0. The
labeled contours are in eV and in a 0.5 eV interval.

U(Z,zHW0
,θ,φ,{ên}) ) {QOH+ QHW0

+ QOS- [AOH
2 +

AHW0

2 +AOS
2 - AOHAHW0

- (AOH + AHW0
)AOS]

1/2} +

∑
n

(1/2Mωen
2 ên

2 + 1/2Mωcn
2 ên-1ên + 1/2Mωc,n+1

2 ênên+1) (5)
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where the notation{ên} denotes the set of chain atom
coordinates (ê0, ê1, ê2, ... êN) andQOS andAOS represent the
modified forms given by eqs 4a and 4b.

III. Equations of Motion

In the absence of interaction between the incident atom and
the adatom (i.e., at a large distance from the surface), the angle
θ is related to the impact parameterb as θ ) tan-1[b/(Z -
zHW0)]. When the O‚‚‚H interaction sets in as the gas atom
approaches the surface,θ now varies according to the angular
velocity equation dθ(t)/dt ) (2E/µ)1/2b/zOH(t)2, wherezOH ) (Z
- zHW0)/cosθ andµ is the reduced mass of the collision system.
However, once O‚‚‚H is formed on the surface after the impact
(or the first impact in a multiple-impact collision),θ now
describes the rotational trajectory of O‚‚‚H and its time evolution
is governed by the equation of motionIOHd2θ(t)/dt2 )
-∂U(Z,zHW0,θ,φ,{ên})/∂θ, whereIOH is the moment of inertia.
Therefore, the rotational trajectoryθ(t) starts withθ(t0) ) tan-1-
{b/[Z(t0) - zHW0(t0)]} at initial time t0 and evolves according
to the angular velocity equation from the initial timet0 to the
time tFTP (i.e., the time at the first turning point), and then
according to theIOHd2θ(t)/dt2 equation fromtFTP to +∞. In a
multiple-impact collision, an active complex O‚‚‚H‚‚‚W0 is
formed after the first impact, soIOHd2θ(t)/dt2 describes the
hindered rotational motion of O‚‚‚H on the surface from the
first turning point to the final turning point and then the rotation
of the desorbing OH. A united set of the equations of motion
for the reaction zone andN chain atoms can then be written as

whereµHW0 is the reduced mass associated with the HW0 bond.
We integrate these equations fromt ) t0 to +∞ with eq 6c
switched to eq 6c′ at t ) tFTP. Equations 6e-6i for n ) 0, 1,
2, ...,N are the chain representations of many-body dynamics
and correctly describe short-time (Einstein limit) processes. In
the latter equations,ωenandωcnare the short-time scale effective
harmonic frequencies andΩN is the adiabatic frequency.
Therefore, at short times thenth oscillator responds like an
isolated harmonic oscillator with frequencyωen, whereasΩN

determines the long-time response of the heat bath. The friction

coefficientâN+1 governs the dissipation of energy to the heat
bath, which occurs a long time after the reaction.18 The term
MfN+1(t) in eq 6i is governed by the fluctuation-dissipation
theorem〈fN+1(t) fN+1(0)〉 ) (6kTs/M)âN+1δ(t).31 These friction
and random forces are introduced in the last equation to mimic
the effect of the heat bath. We stress that while many surface
atoms are included in the model, we are considering a single
chain with nearest harmonic interactions connecting the reaction
zone to the bulk solid phase. Despite these simplifications, the
approach of the effective equations of motion toward determin-
ing the coupling of the primary system to the heat bath is
intuitive and treats the effects of the many-body problem on
the gas-surface reaction in detail. Therefore, with computa-
tionally convenient friction kernels and fluctuating forces, eq 6
offers an approximate but realistic way of handling many-body
coupling of the reactants to the solid atoms in the primary zone
and then the primary zone to the heat bath.
Gas atoms were initially located above the surface atzOS(t0)

) 15 Å. The gas atom approaches any location on theXYplane
with b andE. We describe the initial direction of the gas toward
the surface byφ ) 2πl, wherel is a random number with a flat
distribution in the closed interval (0,1). Next we sample
collision energies atTg in accordance with the Maxwell
distribution functionf(E,Tg) ∝ e-E/kTg, instead of taking the
average energy〈E〉 at Tg. In sampling impact parameters, we
note thatdWW is 3.03 Å,39whereaszOH,e is 0.970 Å,34 so 1.5zOH,e
is very close to the halfway point between two adjacent surface
atoms. (For convenience, we will expresszOH,eby ze throughout
this section). Thus, we only consider gas atoms approaching
the surface with an impact parameter in the range 0e b/ze <
1.5 and interacting with the H atom chemisorbed on the center
surface atom W0. The presence of other adatoms will not be
considered in the present model. This situation corresponds to
a low surface coverage where the interaction of the gas atom
with other adatoms can be neglected. Otherwise, the interaction
of the gas atom with other adatoms will have to be included in
setting up the potential energy surface. Our results will show
that reactive events are confined to the close range of the adatom
under consideration such that the effect of other adatoms does
not appear to be important.
The initial positions and momenta of the chain atoms,ên(t0)

) An sin(ωent0 + δn) and ê̇n(t0) ) ωen[An
2 - ên(t0)2]1/2, where

An
2 ) 2kTs/Mωen

2 , and the phaseδn were chosen for each
trajectory at random from a Boltzmann distribution atTs. The
values of all pertinent coefficientsωen, ωcn, Ωn, andân in the
generalized Langevin part of the equations of motion are given
elsewhere.18 Random forces at each integration step were
selected from a Gaussian distribution that rigorously satisfies
the fluctuation-dissipation theorem. The initial condition for
solving eq 6c isθ(t0) ) tan-1{b/[Z(t0) - zHW0(t0)]}, and that
for eq 6c′ is θFTP, which is the solution of eq 6c att ) tFTP. The
initial conditions forZ(t0) andzHW0(t0) are given elsewhere.18

Note thatzHW0(t0)≡ zHW0(t0,E°V,HW0,δHW0), whereδHW0 andE°V,HW0,

are the initial phase and the initial energy of the adatom-to-
surface atom vibration, respectively. We take the initial
vibrational energy of 0.113 eV corresponding to the zero-point
energy1/2pωHW0. With these initial conditions, we integrate
the equations of motion for the interaction energy described by
eq 5 using an algorithm40,41with a time step of 0.30 fs or 1/30th
the vibrational period of OH, the shortest period in the reaction
system. Therefore, we can treat dynamics of gas-surface
interaction and dynamics of chain atoms with equal rigor down
to a subpicosecond scale with relatively modest computers. Note
that (Qk + Ak) given in eqs 3a and 3b is simply the potential
energy ofk in the Morse form. For the most part of this study,
we take the gas temperatureTg of 1000 K and the surface

µZ̈(t) ) -∂U(Z,zHW0
,θ,φ,{ên})/∂Z (6a)

µHW0
z̈HW0

(t) ) -∂U(Z,zHW0
,θ,φ,{ên})/∂zHW0

(6b)

θ̇(t) ) (2E/µ)1/2b/zOH
2 (t), t0 < t e tFTP (6c)

Iθ̈(t) ) -∂U(Z,zHW0
,θ,φ,{ên})/∂θ, tFTP< t < +∞ (6c′)

Iφ̈(t) ) -∂U(Z,zHW0
,θ,φ,{ên})/∂φ (6d)

Mê̈0(t) ) -Mωe0
2 ê0(t) + Mωc1

2 ê1(t) -
∂U(Z,zHW0

,θ,φ,{ên})/∂ê0 (6e)

Mê̈1(t) ) -Mωe1
2 ê1(t) + Mωc1

2 ê0(t) + Mωc2
2 ê2(t) (6f)

Mê̈2(t) ) -Mωe2
2 ê2(t) + Mωc2

2 ê1(t) + Mωc3
2 ê3(t) (6g)

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Mê̈N-1(t) ) -Mωe,N-1
2 êN-1(t) + Mωc,N-1

2 êN-2(t) +

Mωc,N
2 êN(t) (6h)

Mê̈N(t) ) -MΩN
2êN(t) + Mωc,N

2 êN-1(t) - MâN+1ê̇N(t) +
MfN+1(t) (6i)
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temperatureTs of 0 K. However, we will extend the temperature
ranges to 300e Tg e 2500 K and 0e Ts e 300 K to establish
the temperature dependence of reaction probabilities. We
sample 10 000 trajectories at each set ofTg andTs in the impact
parameter range of 0e b < 1.5 Å throughout this study.
During the collision, the gas atom is loosely bound to the

adatom, whereas the adatom to surface bond becomes weakened,
forming O‚‚‚H‚‚‚W0. In each collision, the reaction is consid-
ered to have occurred and produced OH in the gas phase, if the
O‚‚‚H distance stabilizes to a well-defined vibrational motion
of OH and the H‚‚‚W0 distance diverges. In a multiple-impact
collision, the rebounding OH can be attracted back to the surface
even after reaching a long distance from the surface. In such
a collision, we follow the trajectory beyond the last turning point
to establish the divergence of the H‚‚‚W0 distance. For this
purpose, we extend the integration time to+50 ps. In some
collisions, O‚‚‚H produced on the surface can be stabilized to
the trapped state permanently, i.e., OH(ad). We confirm this
process by following such trajectories for 8 ns. Thus, collision
events that occur in the present system can be classified as (i)
those producing OH(g) in a single-impact collision on a
subpicosecond scale, (ii) those producing OH(g) in a multiple-
impact collision on a picosecond scale, (iii) those producing
OH(ad) which are permanently trapped on the surface, and (iv)
those producing no reaction.

IV. Results and Discussion

Before discussing the results, we consider the effects of chain
length on the reaction to establish the optimum value ofN for
convergent results. For representative trajectories, energy
transfer to the surface (Es) is found to level off to a constant
value forNg 8, indicating that we can do a realistic calculation
of the gas-surface reaction with a relatively small number of
chain atoms. Throughout this work, we will therefore use the
10-atom chain (i.e.,N) 9). However, the effect of chain length
on the model can be made arbitrarily precise by increasingN.
The results show that energy transfer to the solid is small,
indicating that in this reaction, where a light atom is adsorbed
on a solid with a large Debye frequencyωD, it is not easy to
pump in energy from the reaction zone to chain atoms which
are restored by a stiff spring. In the following sections A and
B, we present the global aspects of the ensemble of all reactive
trajectories. We then take representative trajectories of the
ensemble for the details of collision dynamics in section C.
Finally, a brief discussion on nonreactive collisions will be
presented in section D.
A. Energy Distribution. In Figure 3, we show the distribu-

tion of the vibrational, translational, and rotational energies of
OH between 0e b < 1.5 Å for all reactive events atTg )
1000 K andTs ) 0 K. The figure shows several significant
results on the dependence of these energies on the impact

parameter. First, OH radicals produced in small-b collisions
are vibrationally highly excited. Second, the vibrational energy
decreases with increasingb, and OH formation ceases forb >
1.3 Å. Hydroxyl radicals produced in large-b collisions are only
slightly excited or not excited at all. Third, there are many
collisions in which significant conversion of vibrational to
translational energy is evident. This energy conversion occurs
at the final turning point where the trapped OH distributes its
internal energy among various degrees of freedom. Rotational
excitation in theθ-direction in small-b collisions is very small,
but it becomes significant in large-b collisions. In the latter
collisions, φ-rotational excitation is significantly larger. In
small-b collisions, the torque developed is weak and O‚‚‚H
passes through the turning point and escapes before any
substantial acceleration ofθ can occur. In general, these
rotational motions are ineffective in promoting OH(g) formation.
On the other hand, in large-b collisions O‚‚‚H is usually formed
with an orientation close to side-on, in which case OH(g)
desorbs with a significant amount of theθ-rotational energy.
The comparison of the energy distributions shown in Figure 3
indicates that most of the energy released in the reaction is
carried by the gas-phase OH in the form of vibration.
Highly excited OH radicals undergo a large-amplitude

vibration. A clear picture of such motion is seen in Figure 4,
where the OH vibrational energy is plotted against the OH bond
distance for all reactive collisions atTg ) 1000 K andTs ) 0
K. We follow all these reactive trajectories for a sufficiently
long time of 50 ps, at which all product radicals are stabilized
in their respective vibrational states. The OH bond distance
lies within the range of its vibrational amplitude at a given

Figure 3. Dependence of (a) the vibrational energy, (b) the translational energy, (c) theθ-rotational energy, and (d)φ-rotational energy of the
gas-phase product OH(g) on the impact parameter atTg ) 1000 K andTs ) 0 K.

Figure 4. Plot of the OH(g) vibrational energy versus the OH(g) bond
distance in the product state att ) +50 ps;Tg ) 1000 K andTs ) 0
K.
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vibrational energy. Figure 4 shows a clear picture of this range
and the distribution of OH(g) bond distance. The distribution
of bond distances for highly excited OH(g) radicals is very wide
around the equilibrium value. There is a large concentration
of vibrational amplitudes of high-lying OH(g) radicals near the
outer turning point. The shape of the envelope boundary reveals
a strong anharmonic vibration of excited OH radicals. This type
of information is particularly useful in mappingintramolecular
potential energy from experimental data. The measurement of
vibrational energies and corresponding bond distances will
determine the envelope, from which the intramolecular potential
energy curve can be constructed.
To discuss the dependence of the vibrational energy of OH-

(g) on the impact parameterb in detail, we superimpose Figure
3a and the reaction probability atTg ) 1000 K andTs ) 0 K
as shown in Figure 5a. The reaction probability is defined as
P(b) ) NR(b)/N(b), whereNR(b) andN(b) are the number of
reactive trajectories forming OH(g) and the total number of
trajectories sampled for a given value ofb, respectively. The
probability shows a structured dependence onb, taking several
maximum values. This dependence demonstrates that the
reaction takes place in different ranges of impact parameters
and gives useful information about the origin of product
excitation. The presence of such ranges has been noted already
in the recombinative desorption of H2 on Cu(111).16 To discuss
the b dependence, it is illustrative to imagine a “sphere of
influence” with the radiusze around the adatom. Nearb ) 0,
where the incident gas atom is on top of the adatom and the
O-to-H distance is close toze, vibrational excitation is very high,
but the reaction probability is low. In such a collinear or near-
collinear collision, the initial impact tends to form O‚‚‚H in a
compressed state with a large amount of energy accumulated
in it. However, in such a compressed state, after turning the

corner the O atom can rapidly rebound from the sphere of
influence before O‚‚‚H has had time to transfer its energy to
the H‚‚‚W0 bond. Thus, only a small fraction of such collisions
will survive during the round trip and produce OH(g). As the
impact parameter increases, both reaction probability and
vibrational excitation decrease, and the reaction finally ceases
for b > 1.3 Å. At such a largeb, the closest approach that the
gas atom can make toward the adatom is when it is near the
surface with the incident angle at 90° to the normal axis of H
to W0 shown in Figure 1b. In this case, the gas atom not only
is very far from the adatom but is also in a repulsive interaction
region of Wi and Wj* surface atoms. The variation of the
vibrational energy and the reaction probability in the intermedi-
ate ranges of the impact parameter is particularly interesting.
Figure 5a shows that the reaction is most efficient nearb) 0.5
Å. In this b range, the incident atom can readily maintain its
distance to the adatom close to the equilibrium valueze. Another
range of impact parameters occurs, where the reaction prob-
ability is again large, nearb ) 1 Å, which is very close to the
equilibrium distanceze) 0.970 Å. The probability in this range
is not as high as that in theb = 0.5 case, but is far greater than
that of theb = 0 case. Although the probability is still large,
lower excitation begins to dominate in this large-b range. A
much smaller fraction of reactive events with low excitation
occurs nearb ) 1.2 Å. When b > ze, O‚‚‚H has a low
vibrational energy and a long bond distance as it turns around
the corner of the (final) turning point, but this configuration is
unfavorable for O‚‚‚H to stabilize as OH(g).
The results shown in Figure 5a indicate that the large number

of highly excited OH radicals at one end of the vibrational
energy spectrum and the small number of ground-state or low-
excitation OH radicals at the other end create conditions for a
vibrational population inversion (see Figure 5b). Figure 5b
shows the distribution of all reactive trajectories over the range
of OH vibrational energy from 0 to 3 eV. Here we have
displayed the abscissa fromEv,OH ) 3.0 eV to 0 eV to reflect
the situation that small-b collisions produce highly excited OH,
whereas large-b collisions produce unexcited or low-excitation
OH. The maximum population occurs whenEV,OH ) 2.3 eV,
which is close to theV ) 5 energy value calculated using the
eigenvalue expressionEvib(V) ) hcωe(V + 1/2) - hcωexe(V +
1/2)2, with ωe) 3738 cm-1 andωexe) 84.88 cm-1.34 A similar
vibrational population inversion has been found in CO2 produced
from the reaction of oxygen atoms with chemisorbed CO on a
platinum surface18,42and in H2 produced from the recombination
of gas-phase hydrogen atoms and chemisorbed hydrogen atoms
on a tungsten surface.17 Note that the total reaction cross section
corresponding toP(b) at Tg ) 1000 K andTs ) 0 K is found
to beσR ) 2π∫-∞

∞ P(b)b db ) 0.859 Å2.
As noted in section II, the incident atom approaches the

surface with the O-to-H direction at the angleθ ) tan-1[b/(Z
- zHW0)] from the surface normal. When the O‚‚‚H interaction
sets in, however,θ varies according to the angular velocity
equation dθ(t)/dt ) (2E/µ)1/2b/zOH(t)2 until t ) tFTP, wherezOH
is dependent on the interaction potential. At the instant of the
first impact, this equation gives the solutionθFTP, which can
be considered as the “true” incident angle toward the adatom.
For all reactive collisions, the distribution of this angle varies
approximately linearly with that of the impact parameter (see
Figure 6a). Reactive events are confined to the angle range
between 0 and 60°, and the linear relationship holds particularly
well in small-b collisions. The appearance of four regions in
the distribution reflects the corresponding peaks in Figure 5a.
Figure 6a suggests that the dependence ofEv,OH onθFTPshould
be similar to that on the impact parameter shown in Figure 5a.
The smooth dependence of the vibrational energy onθFTPshown

Figure 5. (a) Dependence of the reaction probabilityP(b) on the impact
parameter atTg ) 1000 K andTs ) 0 K. For comparison, theb
dependence of the OH(g) vibrational energy is reproduced from Figure
3a. (b) Relative intensity of the vibrational population distribution for
the product OH(g). The abscissa is displayed from the right to left to
reflect the production of highEV,OH in small-b collisions.
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in Figure 6b reflects this situation, as far less scatter occurs in
Ev,OH at a givenθFTP than theEv,OH -b plot shown in Figure
3a. This remarkable dependence indicates that the distribution
of the vibrational energies of OH radicals is strongly dependent
on the incident angleθ and furthermore, at a given incident
angle, the vibrational energy of OH(g) is distributed over a
narrow range. In a small-b collision, the incident atom will
have to approach within the close range of the surface in order
to have a large value ofθFTP, but it is less likely for the incident
atom to approach such a range in the presence of strong
repulsive forces originating from many surface atoms. In these
near head-on collisions, energy flow from O‚‚‚H to H‚‚‚W0 can
be efficient, as noted above, taking place in a short duration of
the impact. On the other hand, in a large-b collision, the incident
atom does not have to approach the close range of the surface
in order to maintain a largeθFTP. However, in the latter
collision, which occurs in a distant region from the adatom,
the reaction is less likely to occur.
B. Temperature Dependence of Reaction Probability.

The above results are obtained for the reaction occurring atTg
) 1000 K andTs ) 0 K. We now look into the temperature
dependence of reactive events. Figure 7 shows the distribution
of reactive trajectories as a function of the vibrational energy
for various gas temperatures. Here we keep the surface
temperature at 0 K. To show the effect of gas temperature on
the distribution, we have plotted the number of reactive
trajectories as a function of the vibrational energy. (Note that
Figure 5b shows the relative population.) Figure 7 shows that
population inversion occurs at all gas temperatures considered.
The general shape of the distribution of reactive trajectories
remains essentially unchanged as the temperature is lowered
from 2500 K to 1000 K. Below this temperature range, the
distribution tends to become flat and the maximum shifts toward
a lower vibrational energy.
The dependence of the reaction probability on the surface

temperature is shown in Figure 8a, where the reaction probability

is plotted fromTs ) 0 to 300 K for the fixed value ofTg )
1000 K. The reaction probability plotted in this figure is defined
as the ratio of the number of reactive trajectories to the total
number sampled (10 000) over the entire range of impact
parameters at a givenTg and Ts. It is then a total reaction
probability and is different fromP(b) ) NR(b)/N(b) presented
above (Figure 5a), which is the probability at a given impact
parameter. Figure 8a shows that the total reaction probability
is essentially independent of the surface temperature between
0 and 300 K, reflecting the situation that the reaction energy
comes primarily from the incident atom, which is the essential
feature of the ER mechanism. To understand such a weak
temperature dependence, we note that the H‚‚‚W0 vibrational
energypωHW0 is 0.226 eV and the fraction of adatoms in the
H‚‚‚W0 vibrational energy state corresponding to the first excited
state atTs ) 300 K is less than 0.02%. Thus, the contribution
coming from excited H‚‚‚W0 states is not important. The weak
Ts dependence of these probabilities indicates that the principal
features of the reaction dynamics discussed above forTs ) 0 K
remain unchanged. On the other hand, the dependence of the
total reaction probability on the gas temperature is strong (see
Figure 8b). For this plot, we have fixedTs ) 0 K and varied
Tg from 300 to 2500 K. There is a significant increase in the
reaction probability when the gas temperature is raised from
300 to 1000 K, but beyond this temperature range the probability
increases only slightly. The reaction cross sections are found
to be 0.385, 0.651, 0.859, 0.839, 0.844, and 0.802 Å2 at Tg )
300, 500, 1000, 1500, 2000, and 2500 K, respectively, when
the surface temperature is kept at 0 K. As in the reaction

Figure 6. (a) Relationship between the incident angle at the first turning
pointθFTPand the impact parameter. (b) Dependence of the vibrational
energy onθFTP.

Figure 7. Vibrational population distribution for the product OH(g)
atTg ) 300-2500 K andTs ) 0 K. The number of reactive trajectories
is plotted as a function ofEV,OH. The total number of trajectories sampled
at each temperature is 10 000.
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probability, the temperature dependence of the cross section is
weak between 1000 and 2500 K, but the cross section rises
sharply as the gas temperature increases from 300 to 1000 K.
Also shown in Figure 8 is the trapping probability, which is

defined as the ratio of the number of trajectories for permanently
trapped OH(ad) to the total number sampled (10 000) over the
entire range of impact parameters at a givenTg andTs. This
trapping probability represents the extent of OH(ad) radicals
formed on the surface but unable to gain sufficient kinetic energy
to escape into the gas phase. Although it is not shown in Figure
2, there is a shallow well in the exit channel, where the product
OH can be trapped. The trapping probability is low and remains
essentially constant when the surface temperature is raised from
0 K to 300 K atTg ) 1000 K (see Figure 8a). However, its
dependence on the gas temperature is significant. As shown
in Figure 8b, the trapping probability is significant at low gas
temperatures, and in fact, it is larger than the probability of
OH(g) formation atTg ) 300 K, where low-energy O‚‚‚H can
become trapped in the attractive well. The trapping probability
decreases rapidly as the gas temperature increases and then
remains nearly constant aboveTg ) 1000 K. It is interesting
to note that the sum of the reaction and trapping probabilities
is fairly constant over the entire gas temperature range, varying
from 0.173 atTg ) 300 K to 0.195 atTg ) 2500 K.
C. Dynamics of Reactive Collisions.Nearly all reactive

events occur in a single-impact collision, a direct reaction that
is favored at high gas temperatures but is only very weakly
affected by the surface temperature. AtTg ) 1000 K andTs )
0 K, nearly 98% of the reactive events occur at a reaction time
of less than 1 ps in a single-impact collision following the
“classic” ER mechanism of direct reaction between gas atoms
and adatoms. The distribution of these single-impact collisions
closely follows the logarithmic law of log[N(tR)/N0] ∝ tR, with
the slope yielding a rate constant of 4.60× 1012 s-1, wheretR
is the reaction time,N(tR) is the number of single-impact
trajectories, andN0 is the total number of trajectories sampled.
To define the reaction timetR, we first confirm the occurrence

of a reactive event by following the trajectory for 50 ps, which
is a sufficiently long time for OH(g) to recede from the influence
of surface interaction. Then we trace the reactive trajectory
backward to find the time at which the H‚‚‚W0 separation has
reached (zHW0,e + 5.00) Å. We define this time astR. In a
multiple-impact collision, it is the time at which the H‚‚‚W0

separation has reached this distance after the final turning point.
Of the ensemble of 10 000 trajectories sampled in 0e b < 1.5
Å at Tg ) 1000 K andTs ) 0 K, 1494 have produced OH(g).
Some of these reactive events occur withtR > 1 ps, and nearly
all of them involve two impacts. There are few trajectories that
havetR several picoseconds or longer. In such long-time events,
the gas atom undergoes many impacts before forming OH in
the gas phase. We consider the detailed dynamics of these
collision processes in the following sections.
1. Single-Impact Collisions.To examine details of the

collision dynamics, we select a trajectory that is representative
of the ensemble of single-impact collisions atTg ) 1000 K and
Ts ) 0 K and plot the evolution of pertinent quantities in Figure
9. In Figure 9a we show the collision trajectory and H‚‚‚W0

distance. Note that the oscillatory variation of the H‚‚‚W0

distance after dissociation is due to the O‚‚‚H vibration and has
no significance. The evolution of the O‚‚‚H distance is shown
in Figure 9b. In order for the gas atom to interact with the
adatom to form O‚‚‚H on the surface and then desorb from the
surface as OH(g) in a direct fashion, it must have sufficient
kinetic energy to scatter inelastically from the repulsive part of
the O-to-H interaction energy and be able to redirect sufficient
energy along the H‚‚‚W0 vibration. The incident gas atom first
decelerates, forming a loosely bound state O‚‚‚H in the upper
region of the potential well (i.e., slightly below the zero of the
O‚‚‚H interaction potential), and exchanges energy with the
H‚‚‚W0 bond. OH(g) will form when the amount of energy
transfer to the latter bond exceeds the dissociation threshold

Figure 8. Temperature dependence of reaction and trapping prob-
abilities. (a) Dependence on the surface temperature for the fixed gas
temperature of 1000 K and (b) dependence on the gas temperature for
the fixed surface temperature of 0 K.

Figure 9. Reactive event representative of the ensemble of single-
impact collisions. Plot of the evolution of (a) the collision trajectory
and the H‚‚‚W0 distance, (b) the O‚‚‚H distance, (c) the O‚‚‚H
vibrational energy, (d) the H‚‚‚W0 vibrational energy, and (e) the surface
energy atTg ) 1000 K andTs ) 0 K. In part c, when OH is separated
from the force field of the surface atoms, the O‚‚‚H energy represents
the vibrational energy of OH(g). In part d, after dissociation, the H‚‚‚W0

energy remains at 2.30 eV, the dissociation threshold.
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DHW0. Otherwise, either the O atom rebounds from the surface
(no reaction), or it becomes trapped on the adatom site
permanently, forming OH in the adsorbed state (see sections
IVC.3 and IVD). Figure 9a,b shows that the vibration of the
loosely bound O‚‚‚H bond is in near resonance with the vibration
of the weakened H‚‚‚W0 bond during the period of a brief
encounter neart ) 0. This situation is shown by the three
maxima of the H‚‚‚W0 vibration and the corresponding three
minima of the O‚‚‚H vibration in this period in Figure 9a,b.
Figure 9c,d shows energy flow between O‚‚‚H and H‚‚‚W0

and the subsequent buildup of the H‚‚‚W0 energy toward the
dissociation threshold. Thus, the outcome of each collision is
dependent on the initial translational energy, the impact
parameter, the strength of the H‚‚‚W0 bond, the initial phase of
the H‚‚‚W0 vibration, and the process of energy transfer from
O‚‚‚H to H‚‚‚W0 in the complex. The O-to-H interaction
energy, which starts out withDOH, represents the vibrational
energy of the short-lived O‚‚‚H during the collision and then
the vibrational energy of the desorbing product OH(g) after
collision (see Figure 9c). On the other hand, the H-to-W0 energy
starts out with the initial vibrational energy of the HW0 bond
E°V,HW0 and then represents the vibrational energy of the
weakened H‚‚‚W0 bond during the collision. When the bond
dissociates, the H-to-W energy levels off to the constant value
DHW0. The sharp rise and fall of these vibrational energies
during the impact indicate an efficient flow of energy from the
newly formed energy-rich O‚‚‚H bond to H‚‚‚W0 in the complex
O‚‚‚H‚‚‚W0 on the surface as a result of a “strong collision”
between the O and H atoms. The energy-rich O‚‚‚H bond
formed in the upper region of the potential well then descends
to the lower region of the well. This process corresponds to a
cascade of O‚‚‚H transitions between the bound states of the
potential. The evolution ofEV,OH shown in Figure 9c indicates
that the deactivation of this high-energy O‚‚‚H occurs in a few
steps, losing a large amount of energy (.kT) to the H‚‚‚W0

vibration at each step. Figure 9c,d clearly shows a near-resonant
energy flow between these two bonds as the complex O‚‚‚H‚‚‚W0

rapidly proceeds down the exit channel. During this process,
the O‚‚‚H interaction is still strongly attractive (see the variation
of the energy contour near the OH distance of 1 Å in Figure 2),
so that after the H‚‚‚W0 bond dissociation, a considerable
amount of the initial O-to-H interaction energy remains in the
vibration of the newly formed O‚‚‚H bond as it moves toward
the exit channel. This situation results in the production of a
vibrationally excited OH(g) accompanied by some translational
energy in the present exothermic reaction with an early-downhill
surface.43 The H-to-W0 vibrational energy reaches its limiting
value of 2.30 eV as the H‚‚‚W0 bond dissociates (see Figure
9d). Figure 9e shows the energy buildup in the solid chain on
the O‚‚‚H impact and its slow dissipation into the heat bath.
All other plots for reactive events taking place in a single-impact
collision look qualitatively like those shown in Figure 9a-e.
From short-time calculation, we can clock the dynamics of

the OH formation and the H‚‚‚W0 dissociation during the
lifetime of the complex O‚‚‚H‚‚‚W0 in the reaction region (see
Figure 10). A disturbance in the collision trajectory occurs near
t ) 0, where energy transfer to the H‚‚‚W0 begins. The
discontinuities of the collision trajectory occurring betweent
) 0 and+60 fs correspond to the three minimum values of the
O‚‚‚H distance and in turn the three maximum values of the
H‚‚‚W0 distance. In this reaction time range, the reaction
coordinates O‚‚‚H and H‚‚‚W0 are strongly coupled to each
other, resonating at a frequency near 2100 cm-1. A significant
amount of acceleration of the H‚‚‚W0 distance occurs after
turning the corner neart ) +60 fs, where the H‚‚‚W0 excitation
becomes strong. During this time interval, the O‚‚‚H formed

in the upper region of the potential well rapidly cascades down
to the intermediate region, transferring its energy to the H‚‚‚W0

bond for bond dissociation. Here the O‚‚‚H distance executes
the final compression toward the surface, turning the attractive
O‚‚‚HW0 interaction into a repulsive interaction of the OH‚‚‚W0.
These processes and the production of the vibrationally excited
OH take place in the short-time range of 60 fs. There is no
evidence of OH attracted back to the surface beyond this range.
In this reactive event, the displacement of the OH bond from
its equilibrium value reaches a distance of 5 Å from the surface
at tR ) +370 fs. Therefore, OH is completely out of the
influence of surface attraction attR ) +370 fs, but the decision
for reaction is made long before this time.
The O‚‚‚H attractive energy at the beginning of collision is

4.624 eV, and after dissociating the H‚‚‚W0 bond, the remaining
energy and the collision energy for the representative trajectory
considered in Figures 9 and 10 are distributed among various
motions of the product OH asEV,OH ) 2.199 eV,Et,OH ) 0.161
eV, Eθ,OH ) 0.085 eV, andEφ,OH ) 0.205 eV. The amount of
energy transfer to the surface in this case is onlyEs ) 0.025
eV. This result indicates that nearly all the energy liberated in
the reaction is carried by the gas-phase OH. The vibrational
energyEV,OH ) 2.199 eV is very close toEvib(5) ) 2.230 eV
calculated from the eigenvalue expression. It is important to
mention the energy disposal for the entire ensemble of single-
impact collisions. Nearly 98% of the reactive events occur in
a single-impact collision, and the ensemble-averaged vibrational,
translational, and rotational energies of all these single-impact
collisions are 1.892, 0.322, and 0.140 eV, respectively. These
values again show the dominant role of the vibrational motion
in the sharing of reaction energy. The amount of energy
transferred to the solid through theN-atom chain is only 0.024
eV. However, this does not mean that the effect of the chain
is negligible or even uninteresting. In fact, the motions of the
first several chain atoms are strongly coupled to the reaction
zone through the H‚‚‚W0 bond, and energy transfer to these
atoms can be large enough to deny the H‚‚‚W0 dissociation,
when the H‚‚‚W0 vibration is near the dissociation threshold.
2. Double-Impact Collisions.Some reactive events occur

in multiple-impact collisions on a picosecond scale. Most of
these collisions involve double impacts. Although the number
of such collisions is very small compared with that of single-
impact collisions, these collisions represent an important class
of gas-surface reactions. They are trapping-mediated reactive

Figure 10. Short-time behavior of the collision trajectory, the O‚‚‚H
distance, and the H‚‚‚W0 distance atTg ) 1000 K andTs ) 0 K. Data
in -80 fs< t < 120 fs are taken from Figure 9a,b.
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events, but unlike the Langmuir-Hinshelwood mechanism, the
gas atom is now trapped on the adatom instead of an adjacent
surface atom site. The lifetime of the complex O‚‚‚H‚‚‚W0

formed on the surface in a multiple-impact collision is typically
2 ps. However, atTg ) 1000 K andTs ) 0 K, we find the
lifetime as long as 12 ps. The gas atom forms an energy-rich
O‚‚‚H bond, and it has numerous opportunities to sample a
suitable path for stabilization of the O‚‚‚H bond and dissociation
of the H‚‚‚W0 bond. The dynamics of such a reactive event
that represents the ensemble of two-impact collisions atTg )
1000 K andTs ) 0 K is shown in Figure 11. The lifetime of
the trapped O‚‚‚H in this double-impact collision is about 1.3
ps. The trajectory for the trapped portion of interaction is
radically different from the single-turning-point (STP) trajectory
considered above. Figure 11a shows that the rebounding O‚‚‚H
spends a relatively long time near the apex of the barely trapped
stateswhere the kinetic energy vanishessand fails to escape.
In this trapped state, O‚‚‚H undergoes a well-organized vibra-
tional motion (see Figure 11b) with the frequency 2691 cm-1,
which is slightly red-shifted from the 2756 cm-1 for OH
produced in the gas phase.
The near-resonant variation of the O‚‚‚H and H‚‚‚W0

distances at the first turning point shown in Figure 11a,b is very
similar to that of the STP case. At the first impact, the gas
atom becomes trapped in the upper region of the potential well
and the O‚‚‚H bond transfers a large portion of its energy to
the H‚‚‚W0 bond, bringing the H‚‚‚W0 bond energy up to near
the dissociation threshold of 2.30 eV (see Figure 12a,b).
Efficient energy flow occurs between the O‚‚‚H and H‚‚‚W0

bonds during this initial encounter, as in the one-impact case.

The O-to-H energy varies sharply during the first impact, and
its variation is in resonance with that of the H-to-W0 energy.
The final peak of the O-to-H energy at the end of the impact
represents the situation that as the O atom rebounds from H in
the loosely bound O‚‚‚H, there is an efficient flow of energy
from O‚‚‚H to H‚‚‚W0. Because of this energy loss to the
H‚‚‚W0 bond, the O atom fails to escape from the adatom site.
The peak height representsEV,OH ) 3.8 eV, but it decreases
rapidly to 2.2 eV as the energy flows into the H‚‚‚W0 bond.
The O‚‚‚H motion is stabilized atEV,OH ) 2.2 eV for nearly 1
ps in the O‚‚‚H‚‚‚W0 state until the second impact occurs.
During this period, while O‚‚‚H undergoes a highly regular
vibration as shown in Figure 11b, the weakened H‚‚‚W0 bond
vibrates at a large distance from the surface (see Figure 11a).
This bond attempts to dissociate, but its energy is slightly below
the threshold (see Figure 12b). Therefore, the dynamics near
the first turning point is dominated by the approach of the gas
atom to the adatom site (OfHW0), whereas the dynamics near
the second turning point (and all subsequent turning points in
a multiple-impact collision) is dominated by the downward
motion of O‚‚‚H toward the surface (OHfW0). At the second
impact, the weakened H‚‚‚W0 bond gains a small amount of
energy from the O‚‚‚H motion, but this amount is sufficient to
bring the H‚‚‚W0 energy just above the threshold. Figure 12a
shows that the O‚‚‚H motion transfers about 0.1 eV to the
H‚‚‚W0 bond at the second impact. Although there is rapid
intramolecular energy flow between O‚‚‚H and H‚‚‚W0 during
the second impact, the energy gained by the H‚‚‚W0 bond at
the first impact is very close to the threshold energy, indicating
that HW0 gains essentially all the energy needed to dissociate
during the brief period of the first round trip. The reaction
completes neart ) +1.5 ps, where OH desorbs with the
vibrational energy 2.117 eV. Figure 12c shows the evolution
of the surface energy. Although the magnitude is small, energy
transfer to the surface chain atoms occurs rapidly at each impact,

Figure 11. Reactive event representing double-impact collisions. (a)
Collision trajectory and H‚‚‚W0 distance and (b) the O‚‚‚H distance
are shown atTg ) 1000 K andTs ) 0 K. The inset of part b is the
power spectrum of the O‚‚‚H vibration after the first impact. The main
peak appearing at 2756 cm-1 is for the product OH(g), whereas the
peak at 2691 cm-1 is the O‚‚‚H vibration of the complex state
O‚‚‚H‚‚‚W0.

Figure 12. Double-impact collision displayed in Figure 11. (a) The
O‚‚‚H vibrational energy, (b) the H‚‚‚W0 vibrational energy, and (c)
the surface energy. After the second impact, the O‚‚‚H energy represents
the vibrational energy of OH(g).
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but dissipation into the heat bath is very slow, as in the single-
impact case considered in Figure 9c.
3. Adsorbed OH.A significant fraction of gas atoms are

trapped on the surface at lower temperatures. We have followed
many such trajectories and found that they are trapped even at
times as long ast ) +8 ns. Both O‚‚‚H and H‚‚‚W0 bonds in
such collisions are found to undergo highly regular vibrational
motions over the entire period, suggesting no likelihood of the
H‚‚‚W0 bond dissociating at a later time. Therefore, we consider
such O‚‚‚H to be permanently trapped (or adsorbed) on the
surface. As shown in Figure 8, the trapping probability is as
large as 0.112 atTg ) 300 K andTs) 0 K, whereas the reaction
probability is only 0.061. As the gas temperature increases,
the probability decreases rapidly. AtTg ) 1000 K, it is only
0.023. The evolution of the trapped trajectory for 2 ns atTg )
1000 K andTs) 0 K is shown in Figure 13a. Figure 13b shows
the evolution of the O‚‚‚H distance during the early stage of
trapping. The vibrational frequency of O‚‚‚H in the trapped
state shows a well-defined peak of 987 cm-1, indicating that
O‚‚‚H is stabilized to OH(ad) in a highly excited state (see
Figure 13c). This localization of the reaction energy in the
vibrational motion of OH(ad) prevents the H‚‚‚W0 bond from
gaining sufficient energy for dissociation.
D. Nonreactive Collisions. The total probability plotted in

Figure 8 indicates that most incident gas atoms lead to no
reaction. The data show that 83% of all trajectories sampled
are nonreactive atTg ) 300 K andTs ) 0 K. Even at a gas
temperature as high as 2500 K, nonreactive collisions constitute
81% of all trajectories. The dynamics of an event representative
of the ensemble of nonreactive collisions atTg ) 1000 K and
Ts ) 0 K is shown in Figure 14. The evolution of the O‚‚‚H

and H‚‚‚W0 distances is shown in parts a and b of Figure 14,
respectively. Even in such nonreactive collisions, there is a
rapid flow of energy buildup in the H‚‚‚W0 bond, as in the
reactive cases considered above. However, at the final stage
of the impact, the rebounding atom takes back essentially all
the energy from the H‚‚‚W0 bond. During the impact, the
variation of the three minima in the O‚‚‚H distance is in
resonance with the three maxima in the H‚‚‚W0 distance, and
the correspondence between these peaks and the energy flow
peaks is clearly seen in Figure 14c,d. Note that during the
impact the decrease in the O‚‚‚H energy is greater than the
increase in the H‚‚‚W0 energy, and this difference is due to
energy transfer from the O‚‚‚H bond to other modes such as
the frustrated translational and rotational motions of O‚‚‚H on
the surface. Note that the saw-toothed variation of the H‚‚‚W0

energy after collision is due to energy flow between the H‚‚‚W0

bond and the surface atoms.

V. Concluding Comments

We have studied the reaction of O(g)+ H(ad) on a tungsten
surface by solving the effective equations of motion for the
reaction zone atoms and theN-atom chain of the primary system.
The model consists of the incident gas atom interacting with
the adatom, 13 surface atoms, and the atom chain connecting
the reaction zone to the bulk heat bath. We have used a
modified LEPS potential energy function for the reaction zone
interactions and harmonic representation for the vibrations of
solid chain atoms. The reaction is treated at randomly sampled
impact parameters, azimuthal directions, and collision energies.
Both the probability of OH formation and the probability of

OH trapping are essentially independent of the surface temper-
ature between 0 and 300 K at a given gas temperature.
However, the probability of OH formation increases sharply
when the gas temperature increases from 300 to 1000 K, but
beyond this temperature range the probability remains nearly
constant at 0.16. On the other hand, the extent of OH trapping
increases significantly when the gas temperature is lowered
below 1000 K. At a given surface temperature, the sum of the
probabilities of OH(g) formation and OH(ad) trapping remains
fairly constant over the gas temperature changes of 300 to 2500
K.
Nearly 98% of all reactive events occur in a single-impact

collision via the Eley-Rideal mechanism. Even in such events,
the collision produces a short-lived complex with the lifetime
of about 100 fs or less, during which period there is an efficient
flow of energy between the gas-to-adatom and adatom-to-surface

Figure 13. Permanently trapped case. (a) Long-time (0< t < 2 ns)
behavior of the trapped trajectory, (b) short-time (-1 < t < 3.5 ps)
portion of the O‚‚‚H distance of the trapped case, and (c) power
spectrum of the OH(ad) vibration in the trapped state.Tg ) 1000 K
andTs ) 0 K. The time scale for part a is displayed at the top.

Figure 14. Nonreactive collision. Time evolution of (a) the O‚‚‚H
distance, (b) the H‚‚‚W0 distance, (c) the O‚‚‚H vibrational energy,
and (d) the H‚‚‚W0 vibrational energy atTg ) 1000 K andTs ) 0 K.
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bonds. In multiple-impact collisions, reactions occur on a
picosecond scale, during which the weakened adatom-to-surface
bond undergoes a large-amplitude motion.
The energy liberated in the reaction deposits preferentially

in the vibrational motion of the desorbing OH. This accumula-
tion is particularly large in small-impact-parameter collisions.
The reaction probability takes maximum values at some
intermediate impact parameters between 0 and 1 Å. The
formation of a large number of highly excited OH(g) in small-b
collisions and a small number of low-excitation OH(g) in large-b
collisions results in a vibrational population inversion, with the
maximum population appearing at the vibrational energy
corresponding toV = 5.
The amount of reaction energy transferred to the solid is

small, and dissipation of the reaction energy into the heat bath
is very slow compared with the time scale of the reaction. The
model of the 10-atom chain subject to friction and random forces
appears to be adequate for representation of the role of heat-
bath atoms. The present procedure based on a union of the
gas-phase equations of motions with generalized Langevin
theory provides a useful framework for reducing the many-body
dynamics problem of gas-surface reactions to equivalent few-
body problems, revealing details of the dynamic behavior of
the O(g)+ H(ad)/W reaction.
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